Jewellery

3. Mini tie bar, gold plated costume jewellery
   - JWL1002
4. Large Mini badge with 2 studs, gold plated
   - JWL1001
5. Mini cuff links, gold plated
   - JWL1004
6. Mini 52cm necklace, gold plated
   - JWL1008
7. Mini earrings, gold plated
   - JWL1009
8. Mini necklace, hallmarked silver
   - JWL1010
10. Earrings, hallmarked silver
    - JWL1011
11. Bookmark, gold plated
    - JWL1012
12. Mini picture/photo frame, antique pewter
    - JWL1014

Model Kits

17. Tamiya 1:24 scale display model kits:
   a. Mini Cooper 'S' 1275 MKI
      - TOY09
   b. Mini Cooper Racing
      - TOY08
18. Radio Controlled Racing Mini Cooper, Tamiya 1/10 scale model. Self build kit includes car, radio transmitter, battery pack and charger
    - TOY07

Enamel Lapel Pins

C-STR901
C-STR902
C-STR903
C-STR904
C-STR905
C-STR906

DVDs

19. The Italian Job. Michael Caine and Noel Coward star in the classic film. Wild chases through the piazza's, arcades and rooftops in 3 Mini's
    - T363
20. Mini DVD (PAL) Fun, Funky and Fabulous - action-packed story of the small car with the big personality
    - T369
21. Ultimate History of the Mini Cooper DVD (PAL) The british cult classic, the swinging sixties to modern times
    - T370
22. British Mini Racing taken from the British Touring Car Championship. The Mini was often dwarfed by bigger and more powerful machines, but its famed manoeuvrability made it uniquely competitive
    - T374
23. Ultimate Mini Builder: The essential guide to rebuilding an A-Series 1380cc engine. Mini expert Bill Sollis shows you step by step how to build a 100BHP motor
    - T373
    - T372
25. Ultimate Mini Builder. Technical DVD show to convert your Mini to run a Honda VTEC twin-cam
    - T379
26. Ultimate Mini Madness. 0-60mph in 2.83 seconds COMPLETE MADNESS. Plus six amazing road cars tested
    - T371
27. Ultimate Mini Mayhem. A battle between the A-series boys and the hybrid interlopers
    - T376
28. Ultimate Engine swap. If you're considering more power for your Mini, this is a must
    - T377
29. 50 Years of Classic Mini. Volume 1: A-Series Power. A gathering of some of the iconic A-Series engine upgrades
    - T378